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Saul John
Saul Loeb/Pool ... New York’s Rep. John Katko, the top Republican on the House Homeland Security Committee, warned last week that “we’re facing a moment of reckoning when it comes to ...
Biden has to do more than threaten Putin to get Russia to call off its cyberdogs
But the fate of that is unclear in the both the Senate and House where Democrats have only a narrow majority -- as is the future of legislation that would spend $3.5 trillion on "human ...
Chipping away at ambitious agenda, Biden marks 6 months as president
John Dos Passos, F.... 3 Saul Bellow and the Absent Woman Syndrome: Traces of India in “Leaving the Yellow House” 3 Saul Bellow and the ... acknowledged what for him was a failure of reckoning. The ...
A Political Companion to Saul Bellow
But Saul said in an interview Friday afternoon that he would not leave his post, challenging the legality of the White House move to oust him.” THE RICCHETTI FAMILY BUSINESS — “As a high ...
POLITICO Playbook: Biden's choice: The filibuster or voting rights?
Now House Minority Leader KEVIN MCCARTHY is giving ... Students to Get Coronavirus Vaccines,” by NYT’s Stephanie Saul: “In his opinion, released on Monday, Judge DAMON R.
POLITICO Playbook: RIP BIF?
The star was not an astronomical phenomenon, but an “invisible power, which took the form of a star” (St. John Chrysostom), “a divine and ... between members of different tribes. Thus, King Saul, who ...
Christmastime Questions and Answers
“Sadly, it’s been punted so many times that there’s now an extra hole in the side of the house!” The high point came in 2016, when U.S. Rep. John Lewis ... a national reckoning on race.
‘A place that can inspire the world’: A deal is struck to save Camden’s MLK house
The pandemic forced a digital reckoning on the legal profession — which switched to remote workforces, paperless workflows and digital signatures seemingly overnight — and law firms and ...
Business of Law
congressional leaders from both parties bowed their heads in prayer in the socially distanced service a few blocks from the White House. Biden was sworn in by Chief Justice John Roberts ...
National Mall ahead of Biden's inauguration
It’s part of a broader reckoning within the wider environmental ... apologized last July for the racist views of its founder, John Muir, who openly dismissed American Indians as dirty savages.
Watching for birds, diversity: Audubon groups pledge change
congressional leaders from both parties bowed their heads in prayer in the socially distanced service a few blocks from the White House. Biden was sworn in by Chief Justice John Roberts ...
Biden set to become U.S. president
What follows is an intense, manic and frayed day until the final reckoning. In a world where ... Cast: Nora-Jane Noone, Saul Rubinek, Susan Moore Harmon, Anya Bay I’M A VAMPIRE, (Director ...
Geena Davis Bentonville Film Festival Sets 2021 Lineup (EXCLUSIVE)
While the public reckoning over sexual harassment ... who reportedly helped craft the White House’s initial response to the scandal in which Chief of Staff John Kelly and others expressed ...
'I don't envy them': Hope Hicks and women in the White House struggle to defend Trump in the #MeToo era
Even when Romney won a healthy share of professional whites in 2012, the state House races in suburban areas ... by not only Pete Sessions, but also John Culberson, who moved far to the right ...
Even if Trump Wins Texas, the GOP Is Facing a Historical Reckoning
John Cornyn (R-Texas), whose home state led the latest legal ... For Democrats, the court decision could also bring on a long-delayed reckoning over the party’s own vision for a health care system, ...
Obamacare now appears safe. The battle over its future continues.
Saul Loeb/Pool Photo via AP Biden ... in the socially distanced service just a few blocks from the White House. Once at the Capitol, Biden was administered the oath by Chief Justice John Roberts; ...
Biden takes the helm as president: ‘Democracy has prevailed’
After House Speaker Nancy Pelosi on Wednesday rejected two of House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy's recommendations for the select committee investigating the Jan. 6 assault on the U.S. Capitol ...
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